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This invention relates to the subject-matter
of the application of W. B. Hebenstreit and J. R.
Pierce, Serial No. 38,928, filed July 15, 1948. That
application discloses amplifiers which utilize the
interaction of a pair of closely coupled electron

a marked increase in gain may be had if the
inner Stream is also tubular in nature and ap

streams, having different average velocities, to

Secure gain.

One object of the invention is to Secure in
creased gain over that obtainable in some of the

embodiments of the Hebenstreit-Fierce invention. O

A related object is to utilize more effectively the
total electron current represented in the two in
teracting electron streams.
A further object is to allow the reduction of

“noise' caused by the oscillation of groups of
positive ions which may exist in the electron path
by facilitating the removal of SUch ions.
According to a principal feature of the present
invention, a pair of streams of charged particles
(electrons, for example), which according to the
Hebenstreit-Pierce invention are projected at dif
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ferent average velocities along a path of travel,

proximates the outer stream in size. It has been
found that the gain obtainable by interaction
between two electron streams having different
Velocities is a function of, among other things,
the distance of separation between the two
streams. Thus, a tubular inner beam will pro
duce Substantially greater gain than a solid inner
beam having the same total current flow since
more of the electrons comprising the tubular
bean are thereby brought closer to those con
prising the outer beam. Power dissipation and
bean definition difficulties which Would tend to

appear if the total current flow of a solid inner
bean were increased in the hope of securing in
creased gain are avoided.
Referring particularly to Fig. 1, the elongated
cylindrical tube envelope is cade of a highly
conductive non-magnetic metal Such as, for ex
arple, copper. The extreme left-hand end Section

of envelope
encloses a pair of axially aligned
indirectly heated annular cathodes
and 2.

are projected as tubular streams, One Within the
other. The outside transverse dimension of the

The axes of cathodes

inner stream is very nearly equal to the inside

central axis of envelope
and cathode it is
situated to the right of cathode 2. Cathode
has a larger diameter than cathode 2. Both

transverse dimension of the outer streain and
the thicknesses of the stream Walls are Inany

times smaller than the respective stream trans

cathodes

yerse dimensions.

According to another feature of the invention,
a high impedance rod may be inserted length
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wise of the inner beam and may be held at a po

of cathode 2 is only slightly smaller than the
inside diameter of the emissive Surface of Cath

tubular nature of the inner stream allows Slich
a rod to be inserted. Without unduly disturbing

ode , the difference being only a small fraction
of either diameter and comparable to about half
the width of either cathode. A more complete
description of cathodes will be given in Connec

the electromagnetic fields set up within the
stream. If concentric tubular streams are en
mon axis.
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Additional objects and features of the present

tion. With Fig. 3.

A control grid 3 is situated to the right of
cated to the right of cathode . Envelope f is
provided with an inward-projecting flange 5 to
the right of grid 4 and an accelerating grid 6
cathode 2 and a similar control grid 4 is lo

invention will appear upon a study of the follow
ing detailed description of several Specific en
bodiments. In the dra Wings:

Figs. 1 and 2 illustrate two embodiments of the
invention employing concentric tubular electron

and 2 have electron-ennissive Coat

ings on portions of their right-hand Surfaces,
the coated portion of each cathode surface being
circular in shape and having a width that is many
times Smaller than the cathode diameter. The
outside diameter of the electron-emissive Surface

tential sufficiently different from that of the
vessel enclosing the streams to renove extra
neous positive ions from the electron path. The

ployed, the rod can be situated along the con

and 2 coincide With the

45

is situated at that point.

Cathode 2 is connected to the negative ter
minal of a main battery . An auxiliary battery
g8 is connected between cathode 2 and grid 3,

streams with a center ion removal rod; and

Fig. 3 shows details of the cathode structure of

maintaining grid 3 positive with respect to Cath
FigS. 1 and 2.
At least one embodiment of the above-noted 50 ode 2. Cathode
is connected to a point on
Hebenstreit-Pierce application comprises an ann
battery that is positive with respect to Cath

plifier utilizing a pair of concentric electron

streams of circular cross-section, the inner of
which is solid, to secure gain. It has singe been

shown that for a given flow of electron current,
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ode 2, and an auxiliary battery 9 is connected
between cathode and control grid A, nail
taining grid a positive with respect to Cathode
. Metallic envelope () is connected to a point
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3.

One appearing in the Second stream. The rein
forcing process continues as the electron streains
progress along their allotted path of travel and

on battery that is positive with respect to both
cathode and grid 4. Grid 6, being connected
to flange 5, is at the same potential as en

velope 0.
A fiat circular metallic Collector plate 2 () is

the amplified signal may be removed at or near
the end of the path.
As was noted above, in order to utilize the

Situated at the right-hand end of tube envelope
0, is axially aligned with cathodes
and 2,

amplification powers inherent in a pair of such

and is connected to the most positive point on
streans, suitable means must be provided for
battery f. A glass Seal. 2 is provided at the
modulating one or both Streams near their SOurce
extreme left end of envelope is and a similar O by the wave to be amplified, and for abstract
ing the amplified wave energy from one or both
glass Seal 22 is situated at the right-haid end,
Streams near the end of their travel.
enabling the enclosure to be evacuated (by Iaeans
The example of Such modulating means shown
not shown). A cylindrical focusing coil 23, Sup
in Fig. 1 comprises a conductive wire helix 25
plied with direct current from a battery or other
suitable source (not shown) Surrounds and is 5 Supported on ceramic rods 2T or on the inside
axially aligned with tube envelope 3 and pro
surface of a ceramic cylinder. The helix 23 emi
vides a Strong longitudinal magnetic field Within
oraces both Streans 24 and 25 for a distance near
the beginning of their travel path. An input
tube ,
lead 23 is brought in through a glass Sea. 29 and
The parts thus far enumerated comprise
means for projecting a pair of concentric tubular 20 a hole 3 bored lengthwise in tube envelope
from its left end through to a larger diameter
electron bearins 24 and 25 lengthwise of tube
inner space beyond flange 5. Input iead 28 is
With different average velocities. Due to the
structure of cathodes

coupled to a suitable point on helix 23 through

and 2 and tha effect

of the magnetic focusing field, the walls of beans
24 and 25 are thin with respect to the bean die

a coupling condenser 3, the tapping point oth

25

the helix and th? Size of conden Ser 3 being

chosen to give an impedance match hetween the
external input, circuit and the helix. A Sitable
matching termination iš prövided at the right
hand end of helix 26 by spraying a thin layer of

ameters and the outside diameter of inner beain

25 is very nearly equal to the inside diameter of
outer bean 24. Due chiefly to this bean forma
tion, practically all the electrons comprising

conducting material on ceramic rods 2 at or
near their right-hand ends. Helix 28 is con

outer beam 24 are in very close proximity to
practically all the electrons comprising inner
beam 25 and close coupling exists.
The potential difference between cathodes

30

electron velocities of beams 24 and 25, respec
tively. Since cathode is at a positive potential
With respect to cathode 2, the average velocity

3 5 2A.

nected to tube envelope O and is at the Same

potential. Its inside diameter is somewhat

and 2 and accelerating grid 6 determine the

greater than the outside diameter of outer stream
For very small differences between the

velocities of beams 24 and 25, the velocity of

of inner bean 25 is greater than that of Outer
beam 24. Provided that certain quantities have

the proper magnitudes, these quantities being
principally velocity difference between the two
streams and current density in the Streams, elec
tron streams 24 and 25 are capable of amplify
ing a signal that may be impressed upon either

40

the velocity of propagation along helix 26.
he means shown in Fig. 1 for talking Olt the
amplified signal is likewise a helix 32 Surrounding

electron beans 24 and 25 near the end of their

or both of then. The distance allowed for the
travel of strealins 24 and 25 should preferably be
at least several wavelengths in the electron
streams at the signal frequency; the greater the

distance, the greater the amplification, up to an
asymptotic limit.
The above-intentioned amplification has been
described in detail in the previously noted
Hebenstreit-Pierce application and Will be de
scribed here only briefly. Although the actual
mechanism of energy interchange between close
ly coupled electron beams of different average
velocities appears to be rather complicated and
involved, amplification may be considered, for
purposes of explanation, to take place aS foll
lows. A signal is somehow impreSSed upon One
of the Streams. A large number of methods and
devices for so jimpressing a Signal Were di SclOSed
in the HebenStreit-Fierce application and Oile
Such device Will be later described as adapted
for use in the present amplifier. The signal, as
impressed upon the stream may, for example,
take the form of electron density modulation.
Through electron interaction, a signal corre
sponding to that impressed upon the first Stream

appears in the second. The resulting disturbance
on the second stream produces, through electron

interaction, another disturbance on the first

stream, thus causing the initial disturbance to be

propagation of a wave along helix 26 may, for
example, be made the mean between the bean
velocities. For larger velocity separations, the
Velocity of One Stream may be adjusted to equal

50

travel, just short of collector 2). Helix S2 is
Similarly connected to the external, in this case
the output, circuit by an output lead S3. Cut
put lead 33 is coupled to a suitable point On helix
32 through a coupling condense S4, and is taken
out through a hole 35 bored lengthwise in tube

envelope 0 from its right end through to an inner

space to the left of collector 20. Hole 35 is pro
vided With a glass Sea. 36. As before, helix 32
55

is supported on ceramic rods 3 and a Suitable
matching termination is provided at the left
hand end of helix 32 by spraying a thin layer of

conducting material on the supporting rods 3

at or near their left-hand ends. As before, helix

60

32 is connected to tube envelope is and is at the
is also slightly greater than the outside diameter
same potential. The inside diameter of helix 32
of outer stream 24.

-

In Fig. 1, as in Fig. 2 to follow, the electrical

65

rather than the mechanical aspects of the device
have been stressed, and no attempt has been

made to show how the various elements would

be supported in relation to each other Or how

their assembly would be provided for, since it is

thought that all such features can be supplied
in an obvious manner from the mechanical side
of the vacuum tube art. It is only pointed out
here that suitable supports will be necessary in
a practical embodiment for holding the parts in

reinforced. The increased disturbance on the
first stream in turn causes reinforcement of the 75 proper spaced relation to one another and for
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voltages. The tube can be evacuated in the usual

manner. The diameter of tube envelope may,
if desired, be reduced somewhat over the portion
which encloses that part of the path of travel
of beams 24 and 25 lying between helices 26

6

five volts positive; envelope 0, fifty-five volts
positive; collector 20, Some potential greater than
fifty-five volts positive; rod 38, either ground or
eighty-five volts positive.

allowing for application to them of the necessary
5

and 32.

In Fig. 2, component parts of the device shown

have been given reference numerals correspond
ing to similar parts shown in Fig. 1. The chief

Structural difference between the device shown
in the operation of devices of the character
in Fig. and that shown in Fig. 2 is that the
shown in Fig. 1, it is found that a certain num
ber of positive ions are present because of the 10 latter has a different type of signal abstracting
means and a different type of ion removal rod.
practical impossibility of completely removing
Referring to Fig. 2, the inner conductor of a
all extraneous gas from the tube. When posi
Coaxial line 40 is connected to collector 25 and
tive ions exist in the path of the interacting
coaxial line 2 is taken out of the tube through
electron streams 24 and 25, groups of then) tend
to Oscillate at certain frequencies and produce 5 glass Sea 22. A short hollow metal cylinder 4
Surrounds and is axially aligned with collector
"noise.' It is, therefore, highly desirable to re
2. Its right-hand end extends somewhat to the
nove as many ions as possible from the path of
right of collector 20 and is connected by a netal
the streanas. For this purpose, a ceramic rod
flange 32 to the Outer conductor of coaxial line
38 is inserted along the axis of tube extend
ing from a point just to the left of cathode 2 20 40. The left-hand end of cylinder 4 extends
Somewhat to the left of collector 2 and holds a
to a point just to the left of collector 29. Being
grid 43 between cathodes and 2 and collector
of a ceramic material, the resistance of rod 33
2. The outer conductor of coaxial line 4) is at
is So high that for all practical purposes it ray

the same potential as tube envelope and the
be considered to be an insulator. A very thin
layer of conducting material such as, for ext 25 inner conductor is connected through a radio
frequency choke 44 to the most positive point
ample, colloidal graphite (aqua dag) or finely
on battery . In practice, choke 44 may be
divided metal is sprayed onto the surface of
a quarter Wave line.
rod 33. The resistance of rod 38 is then Still
As an alternative to the reduced diameter Of
very high in comparison with a straight piece

between helices 26 and 32 in
of wire of similar ength, but is reduced frox. 30 tube envelope
Fig. 1, Fig. 2 shows a hollow metal inner cylinder
that of the unsprayed rod Sufficiently to make
45 which has an inside diameter corresponding
the total potential drop due to ion currents
to that of the reduced diameter section of ein
(which are generally of the order of micro
velope
in Fig. 1. Cylinder 45 is concentric
amperes) along the entire length of rod 33 small
in comparison with the potential difference be 35 With envelope (), is held in place by a number

of annular ribs 46 connecting it to envelope ,
. The left-hand
and is situated in the space between helix 25
end of rod 38 is connected to a variable taip On
and grid 33. This arrangement and the one
battery .
shown in Fig. 1 are examples of means provid
If the variable tap of battery is so adjusted
that rod 33 is held at a potential different from 40 ing Such reduced diameters and may be used
alternatively if a reduced diameter Section is
that of envelope and helices 23 and 32, posi
desired.
tive ions will tend to be removed. If rod 38 is
In Fig. 2, a ceramic rod & is situated along
positive with respect to envelope E8, it will tend
the axis of tube 9 and extends from a point
to repel positive ions, driving then outward from
the electron path to helices 23 and 32 or en 45 just to the left of cathode 2 to a point just to
the left of grid 43. A fine wire helix is wound
velope (). If, on the other hand, rod 38 is nega
upon rod. A throughout its ength, causing rod
tive with respect to envelope ), it will tend to
8 to present a high impedance to the radio
attractions, pulling then inward out of the elec
frequency field set up within streans 24 and 25
tron path. The effectiveness of rod 33 in re
Inoving ions from the electron path is dependent 50 and a low direct current resistance to ion cur
rents. The low resistance to ion current flow
to a large extent upon the difference in poten
renders the total potential drop along the entire
tial, positive or negative, between it, and tuge
length of rod 47 Small in comparison with the
envelope . However, since a large difference
Voltage of battery . The helix should be so
in potential between rod 38 and envelope & Will
tend to disturb streams 24 and 25 by attracting 55 wound upon rod 4 that the velocity of propaga
tion of a Wave along it is different from the
or repelling them, as the case may be, it is neces
Velocity of propagation of the impressed signal
sary to arrive at a compromise. It has been
along Streans 24 and 25. The left-hand end of
found that rod 38 will remove ions and that the
rod is connected to a variable tap on battery
tube will operate satisfactorily if rod 38 is main
tained at a potential substantially equal to that 60 ... If it is desired to omit the helix fron one
or more sections of rod (), some provision should
of cathode 2 or at a potential positive With
be made to maintain the remaining sections hav
respect to envelope G by approximately the
ing the helix at approximately the saine poten
amount that envelope is positive with respect

tween rod 38 and envelope

to cathode

.

The diameter of rod 38 is many times Sinaller
†han the inside diameter Of inner electron Streann
25 in order to avoid unduly disturbing the radio
frequency field set up by the streams 2 and 25
to any appreciable extent.

tial.
65

The operation of the embodiment of the inver
tion shown in Fig. 2 is inuch the same as that,
of Fig. 1. A signal is impressed upon One of
two concentric tubular electron streams 26 and

2 and is aainplified due to energy interchanges
In an experimental model of the device shown 70 between electrons of the two streams. In Fig.
2, energy is removed from streams 25 and 25
in Fig. 1 having a total length of about twelve
by a gap 43-28. Rod 4 operates to renoye
inches, the following direct operating voltages
positive ions from the electron path in the Saire
were found to give satisfactory results: cathode
nanner as does rod 33 of Fig. 1.
2, ground; grid 3, ten volts positive; cathode

it, twenty-five volts positive; grid 4, thirty 75

Although the different types of ion removal
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rods have been described only in connection with
the respective embodiments of the invention in
which they are shown, they are substantially
interchangeable and may be used alternatively.
Details of the cathode structure of Figs. 1 and

amplified signal energy from at least one of Said
Streams.
5

2 are shown in Fig. 3. In Fig. 3, cathodes and
2 are axially aligned and are Spaced along the

common axis, cathode

at least several times Smaller than either

being shown situated

diameter.

to the right of cathode 2. Cathode
con
prises a short hollow metal cylinder which is

0.

circular in transverse cross-section. The inside

diameter of the cylinder is of the same order of
magnitude as the outside diameter and the cyl

inder contains an annular recess 5 for the pur
pose of accommodating a heating coil. ReceSS
59 opens to the left in Fig. 3. A portion of the
cylinder is of somewhat reduced inside diam
eter and extends slightly beyond the right-hand
end of the rest of the cylinder. The right-hand
Surface 5 of that Section is narrow With respect

5

4. An amplifier in accordance with claim 1 in

20

thicknesses of the stream walls are at least Several

times smaller than either transverse dimension.
5. A microwave amplifier which comprises an
25

elongated enclosure defining a path of travel for
electrons, electrode means at one end of Said
path to direct a pair of closely coupled hollow
cylindrical electron streams, one within the

other, lengthwise along said path at different
average velocities, whereby said streams inter
act electromechanically with each other to pro

30
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isfactory results and are given by way of exam

duce gain as they progress along said path, elec
trode means at the other end of Said path to Col

lect substantially all of the electrons of both
of said streams, coupling means operable at One
region along said path to impress a signal to
be amplified on at least one of Said streams,
and coupling means operable at another region
along said path to extract amplified Signal energy

ple: outside diameter of surface 5, 460 inch;
inside diameter of surface 5, .400 inch; outside
of surface 53, .310 inch.

the inner stream is substantially the Same as
the inside diameter of the outer stream, and in
which the thicknesses of the stream walls are
at least several times Smaller than the respective
Which both the difference between the average
transverse dimensions of said streams and the

A2 is somewhat similarly constructed and in

diameter of surface 53, .370 inch; inside diameter

3. An amplifier in accordance with claim 1 in
cross-section, in which the outside diameter of
which said streams are essentially circular in

stream diameters.

to the cathode diameters and is coated so as to
cause it to enhit electrons when heated. Cathode

cludes a similar annular heating coil recess 52
which opens to the left. However, the outside
diameter of cathode 2 is slightly less than the
inside diameter of surface 5 of cathode . A
portion of the cylinder comprising cathode 2
extends somewhat beyond the right-hand end
of the rest of the cylinder and has the same out
side diameter as the rest of the cylinder. The
right-hand face 53 of that section is coated Sim
ilarly to surface 5 of cathode
and is also
narrow with l'espect to the Cathode diameters.
The following emitting surface dimensions for
cathodes and 2 have been found to give sat

2. An amplifier in accordance with claim 1 in
which said streams are essentially circular in
cross-section and in which the difference be
tween the average diameters of said streams is

from at least one of Said StreamS.
40

While the electron-emissive surface of each
Cathode has been shown as consisting of the area,

6. A microwave amplifier which comprises an
elongated enclosure defining a path of travel for
electrons, electrode means at One end of Said
path to direct a pair of closely coupled hollow
cylindrical electron streams in which the elec
tromechanical coupling is substantial between
Substantially all of the electrons of one stream
and substantially all of the electrons of the other
lengthwise along said path at different average
velocities, electrode means at the other end of
said path to collect substantially all of the elec

between two concentric circles, it is contemplated
that areas of other shapes may be used if de
sired. For example, the curves defining the area,
jneed not be circular, but may take the form of
ellipses or may even be irregular in nature.
Although the invention has been described
largely with ireference to several specific emi 50 trons of both of said streams, input coupling
bodiments, various other embodiments will occur
means at the upstream end of Said path to im
to those skilled in the art. In particular, many
preSS a Signal to be amplified on at least one
of the numerous devices for impressing a signal
of Said streams, and output coupling means at
upon the electron streams and for extracting
the downstream end of said path to withdraw
the amplified signal which were disclosed in the
amplified signal energy from at least one of Said

previously noted Hebenstreit-Pierce application
may be used to advantage. The invention itself

streams.

is to be limited only by the spirit and scope of

the appended claims.
What is claimed is:

1. A microwave amplifier which comprises an
elongated enclosure defining a path of travel for

60

charged particles, electrode means at one end

of said path to direct a pair of closely coupled
hollow cylindrical streams of charged particles,
one stream within the other, lengthwise along
said path at discretely different average veloc
ities, whereby said streams of charged particles
interact electromechanically with each other to

65

means positioned at the other end of said en

closure, means including charged particle ac

produce gain as they progreSS along Said path,
electrode means at the other end of Said path to
collect substantially all of the charged particles
of both of said streams, coupling means to sup
ply a signal to be amplified to at least one of

said streams, and coupling means to withdraw

7. An electronic amplifying device in accord
ance with claim 6 in which the length of the por
tion of said path over which the said electro
mechanical coupling is Substantial is at least
Several Wavelengths in the electron streams.
8. An amplifying space discharge device which
comprises an elongated conducting envelope de
fining a path of travel for electrons, charged
particle projection means positioned at one end
of Said enclosure, charged particle collection

celeration means positioned between said projec
a pair of hollow cylindrical streams of charged
particles, one stream within the other, at different
average velocities along substantially the entire
length of Said path from said projection means
to said collection means in an electromechan

tion means and said collection means to direct

75
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within said streams and extending along Said

path, and circuit means coupled to said rod-like

conducting element for maintaining it at a direct
potential substantially different from said en
velope.
9. An amplifying space discharge device which
comprises an elongated conducting envelope de
fining a path of travel for electrons, charged par
ticle projection means positioned at one end of
said enclosure, charged particle collection means
positioned at the other end of said enclosure,

IO

Within Said streams and along said path, said rod

having a transverse dimension at least several
times Smaller than the transverse dimension of

20

lection means in an electromechanically interact

ing relationship With each other, a rod-like con
ducting element situated centrally within said
streams and extending along said path, Said rod
like element having an impedance per unit length
at the signal frequencies at least several times
that of a uniform metallic conductor, circuit
means coupled to said rod-like element for main
taining it at a direct potential substantially dif
ferent from said envelope, means operative at one

25
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region along said path for impressing an alter

at least one of said streams.

10. An amplifier in accordance With claim 8 in
which said streams are substantially circular in
cross-section and are concentric, and in which
said rod-like conducting element is elongated,
disposed along the common axis of Said streams,
and has an over-all transverse dimension at least
several times Smaller than the diameter of either
of Said streams.

11. An amplifier in accordance With claim 8 in
Which the over-all transverse dimension of Said

rod-like conducting element is at least several

times Smaller than the over-all transverse dinnen
sion of either of Said streams.

12. A Space discharge device comprising elec
tron projection means and electron collection
means spaced apart to define a path of travel for
electrons, means to direct a pair of Substantially
tubular electron streams, one within the other,
along said path from Said projection means to
said collection means in an energy interchang
ing relationship, whereby said electron streams
interact to produce gain as they progress along
Said path, a rod of insulating material situated
within said streams and along said path, said rod
having a transverse dimension at least Several
times Smaller than the transverse dimension of

either of said streams and having a thin layer
of conducting material on its outer surface,
Whereby the resistance of said rod is at least sev
eral times that of a uniform metallic conductor,
and means coupled to Said rod for maintaining

either of Said streams and having a fine metallic
Wire Wound around it over at least a portion of
its length, and means coupled to said rod for
maintaining it at a potential substantially dif
ferent from that of said path defining means.
14. A Space discharge device in accordance
With claim 13 which includes means coupled to
at least one of said streams for impressing an
alternating signal upon it and means coupled to
at least one of said streams for extracting an
alternating signal from it, and in which the im
pedance at the signal frequency of said rod With
Said Wire Wrapped around it is at least several
times that of a uniform metallic conductor.
15. An amplifying space discharge device com
prising an evacuated metallic enclosure, electron

projection means and electron collection means
Spaced apart Within Said enclosure to define a
path of travel for electrons, means to direct a

nating signal on at least one of Said streams, and

means operative at another region along Said
path for extracting an alternating signal from

tubular electron streams, one within the other,
along Said path from Said projection means to
Said collection means in an energy interchang
ing relationship, whereby said electron streams
interact to produce gain as they progress along
Said path, a rod of insulating material situated

means including charged particle acceleration

means positioned between said projection means
and said collection means to direct a pair of hol
low cylindrical streams of charged particles, one
stream within the other, at different average
velocities along Substantially the entire length of
said path from said projection means to Said col

10

it at a potential Substantially different from that
of Said path defining means.
13. A Space discharge device comprising elec
tron projection means and electron collection
means Spaced apart to define a path of travel for
electrons, means to direct a pair of substantially

ically interacting relationship with each other, a
rod-like conducting element situated centrally

pair of Substantially tubular electron streams,
One Within the other, along substantially the en
tire length of Said path from said projection
means to Said collection means in an energy
interchanging relationship, whereby said streams
40 interact to produce gain as they progress along
Said path, means operable at one region along
Said path for impressing a signal on at least one
of Said Streams, means operable at another region
along Said path for extracting a signal from at
45 least one of Said streams, a high impedance elon
gated rod-like element situated within said
Streams and along said path, and means coupled
to Said rod-like element for maintaining it at a
potential substantially different from that of said

35

50

metallic enclosure, whereby an electric field is es
tablished between said rod-like element and said

metallic enclosure which tends to remove posi
tively charged particles from the paths of said
electron streams.

ARTHUR. W. HOLLENBERG.
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